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Mia Adult Guides
Public Tour of the Month: 
Current Conversations
October 28, 2021

Miao, China, Asia, Embroidery Sample, S; needlework ilk, cotton, 
metal sequins, The Ruth Ann Dayton Chinese Room Endowment 
Fund, The Suzanne S. Roberts Fund for Asian Art, and The Helen 
Jones Fund for Asian Art, 2004.67.447
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Record
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Agenda 

● Best practices on public tours

● Tour of the month topics: Current Conversations
● Public tour sampler: presentations by 3 Mia Guides 
● Small Group Discussion: 8 artworks for “Women and Art” (March 

public tour) and theme development
● Questions from feedback forms
● Homework and upcoming peer learning opportunities 
● Q&A



Public tours
If you are giving a public tour, 
you may have a disparate 
group of people, perhaps 
some families with children, 
tourists, or small groups of 
friends. You face the 
challenge of unifying that 
disparate group into a 
cohesive whole who feel 
comfortable sharing their 
thoughts with all. Louisa Chase, Untitled, 1988, Watercolor and 

ink on paper, 2017.115.4, © Estate of Louisa 
Chase; Piet Mondrian, Composition with Blue, 
Red, Yellow, and Black, 1922, Oil on canvas, 
65.5



Best practices for public tours

● Adult or multigenerational groups 
typically have no name tags, so 
spending a minute to introduce yourself 
by name and inviting the group to offer 
their names in a quick introduction 
starts to coalesce the group for your 
tour.

Shiba Kōkan, A Meeting of Japan, China, and the 
West, 18th–early 19th century, Ink and color on silk, 
2013.29.158



Best practices for public tours

● Be aware of your vocabulary level 
and the language needs of your 
group. For all tours, if you use any 
terms that may be unfamiliar to 
visitors (e.g., terracotta, literati, 
mudras), explain the meaning when 
you introduce the material or term to 
the group.

Unknown Japanese, Amida, the Buddha of 
Infinite Light, 12th century, Japanese 
cypress with polychrome and gold, 
2015.79.256a-c



Best practices for public tours

● It is not enough to simply hear 
information about art; people 
remember best when they have 
helped to construct the meaning. 
Before moving to questions, 
though, allow the visitors time to 
look at the art.

Paul Gavarni (Sulpice-Guillaume Chevalier), Le baromètre, Plate 6 from "Les 
Toquades", 1858, Lithograph, 2004.150.6



Best practices for public tours
● Scaffold your approach with the tour 

stops. The first couple of stops could 
be a mix of quick, simple descriptive 
and associative questions to put the 
group at ease in offering their 
thoughts and ideas. 

● Reiterate that there are “no wrong 
answers” on the tour to put people at 
ease.

Loretta Pettway, "Log Cabin" quilt--single block "Courthouse Steps" variation 
(local name: "Bricklayer"), 1958, Cotton, twill, printed corduroy, denim, 
2019.16.18, © Loretta Pettway / Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York



Best practices for public tours
● An inclusive tour builds in wait 

time. Remind yourself of your 
own familiarity with the art, and 
how, when seeing it for the first 
time, you needed more time to 
visually understand it (e.g., we 
needed more time to see that 
second cat in the Bonnard 
painting!).

Pierre Bonnard, Dining Room in the Country, 1913, Oil on canvas, 
54.15



Best practices for public tours
● Pair-share or small group 

opportunities are especially effective 
with improving levels of engagement 
in large or quiet groups. On public 
tours, let the visitors become more 
relaxed in the space and with the 
group dynamic before attempting a 
pair-share opportunity.

China, Sparrow hawk, one of a pair, 1736–74, Porcelain on 
ormolu bases, 77.51.1



Best practice for ANY tour
Reflection is a powerful tool for learning, 
especially when it is consistently 
practiced. As you walk your tour route 
before your group arrives, reflect on 
your expectations for the tour. 

Once you have reached the end of your 
tour, leave a few minutes to reflect and 
debrief, ideally with your colleagues.

Sylvia Fein, The Tea Party, 1943, Egg tempera and oil on 
board, 2017.49, Copyright © Sylvia Fein



Tour of the month topics: Current Conversations
Add your voice to current, thought-provoking conversations

Connect and engage our audience with:
● Current topics you’re interested in
● Current topics in the news
● National/international commemorative 

events and celebrations
● Local events
● What we have in common

Amoako Boafo, 2pc Floral Suit, 
2020, Oil on canvas with collage
L2020.173.1



Public tour 
promotion



Public tour 
promotion



Tour of the month topics: Current Conversations

Celebration of African American Art 
History - Discover African American artists’ 
contributions to art history in the U.S.

Telling Stories - Gather around works of 
art to look, listen, and tell your own stories.

Body Language - Decipher the messages 
we send as expressed in images of the 
human body.

Egon Schiele, Portrait of Paris von Gütersloh, 
1918, Oil on canvas, 54.30



Tour of the month topics: Current Conversations 
Going Global - Marvel at stunning artistic 
achievements spanning centuries of trade 
and travel.

Points of View - Express yourself while 
viewing art from multiple perspectives.

Highlights of Native American Art - 
Experience the role of tradition and 
innovation in superb works of Native 
American art. Holly Young, Floral Legacy, 2019, 

Quills, beads, tin cones, brass 
sequins, thimbles, satin, calico, fabric, 
brass bells, feathers, elk hide, 2019.65



Tour of the month topics: Current Conversations 

State Fair-ish - Explore themes related to The 
Great Minnesota Get-together.

Women and Art - Discuss how women, as both 
creators and inspiration, have influenced and 
changed the production of artwork around the 
world.

Winter Solstice Stories - View works of art that 
anticipate the triumph of light over darkness 
through stories of redemption and renewal.

Carla Hemlock, Boomin’ Out, 2015, 
Cotton fabrics, glass beads, wampum, 
2016.5.20



If you are 
assigned a public 
tour  . . . 

Description, 
theme, and 
object ideas



Public Tour Sampler: Rose

A Change of View

Recently we have become aware that our world is changing 
in many ways.

Things we have taken for granted are different than we 
imagined and we have needed to adjust.

Our tour “A Change of View” is about the experience of 
adjusting to change.



Public Tour Sampler: 
Rose
Spend a moment looking 
at this portrait painted in 
1928. What questions 
would you like to ask the 
artist about the man in the 
portrait?

Macena Barton, Portrait of José Mojica, 1928, Oil on 
canvas, 2018.69.1, © Macena Barton



Public Tour Sampler: 
Rose
Imagine this as a black 
and white photo of 1928... 
How would that change 
the way you see him? 

In your opinion, what does 
color add?
Macena Barton, Portrait of José Mojica, 1928, Oil on 
canvas, 2018.69.1, © Macena Barton



Public Tour Sampler: 
Rose
The artist Marisol has chosen to focus 
on certain things in her sculpture. Look 
carefully for the details that seem 
important ... what catches your eye? 

Some things have been created with 
less detail.  What do you see?

Marisol, Portrait of Martha Graham (version at Crystal 
Bridges), 1981



Public Tour Sampler: 
Rose
Now that you know a little about 
Martha Graham’s life, look at her face 
and eyes. Do you think she is looking 
at something? Imagining something? 
Or a little of both? 
How did you decide?
There are no wrong answers on this!

Marisol, Portrait of Martha Graham (version at Crystal 
Bridges), 1981



Public Tour Sampler: Nancy

Reflections on Identity - The Female Perspective

Many artists create artwork to express and explore ideas about 
identity. The artist’s gender, sexual orientation, ethnicity, cross 
cultural experience and the the human body can shape their 
concept of identity. On our tour today, we will explore what these 
female artists are expressing about their identity.



Public Tour Sampler: 
Nancy
What questions come to mind 
as you look at this photograph?

What does her body language 
say to you?

Cara Romero, Kaa, 2017, Archival pigment print on 
legacy fibre photography paper, 2019.64, © Cara Romero



Public Tour Sampler: 
Nancy
Describe the expression on 
the woman’s face. What 
else do you notice?

Cara Romero, Kaa, 2017, Archival pigment print on 
legacy fibre photography paper, 2019.64, © Cara Romero



Public Tour Sampler: Nancy

Monir Shahroudy Farmanfarmaian, Iranian, 1922–2019. Fourth Family 
Octagon, 2013. Reverse painted glass, mirrored glass, plaster, 2021.35.2

What is it that attracts you to this 
artwork and why?



Public Tour Sampler: Nancy

What do you see when you 
look closely into this artwork?
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Stretch Break (5 minutes)

Paul Wolff, Gymnastik auf dem Juvens-Hausboot im Wannsee, 1934, Gelatin silver 
print, 98.195.45, © Paul Wolff



Public Tour Sampler: Fran

Traveling Together...
Let’s Pack Our Bags and Cruise the Baltic Sea

● There are many countries surrounding the Baltic Sea.
● Today we will only visit a few Ports of Call on our cruise adventure.
● At each port visit we will consider a work from Mia’s collection reflecting a bit 

of the culture of country. 
● I look forward to our trip and hearing all the connections you will make as we 

travel together.
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Why do we travel?

What is your dream travel 
destination?



Chest, 1777 Ivar Kvalen, Norway Painted wood, iron. Gift of Joel and Irene Njus in memory of Siri Ivar’s 
Datter Grosberg 99.93A
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Tulip glass (Tulpanglas), 1957
Nils Landberg; Manufacturer: Orrefors 
Glasbruk, Småland, Sweden
Blown glass, 98.276.277
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Share out your ideas, 
tips, and techniques for 
public tours

Kongo, Democratic Republic of 
Congo, "Ntadi" figure, 19th century, 
Stone, 2017.28



Small group discussion in breakout rooms 
(15 minutes)

Share your “Women and Art” public tour ideas:
● How did you decide on the theme for the tour?
● Discuss an artwork you chose and how it relates to 

your theme. 



Debrief and sharing your thoughts
For each small group, what were some of the themes that 
emerged for this topic of Women and Art?



Question on feedback form: When will we choose our tour day?
We are in the process of refining the tour day questionnaire, and 
we hope to send out to you all in mid-November.

Question on feedback form: Do we have to give virtual tours?
No, you do not need to give virtual tours. We have a question on 
the tour day questionnaire, asking if you wish to give only 
in-person tours, only virtual tours, or are open to touring either 
format. If you choose only in-person tours, you will not be 
assigned virtual tours. For those interested in virtual tours, we will 
provide a refresher training in December.
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Question on feedback form: Please clarify what a Cross Currents 
tour assignment entails. Could I shadow a Cross Currents tour?

For Cross Currents tours, each guide chooses only one artwork 
within an assigned theme for the two-hour tour (and you can use a 
gallery stool). Visitors are given a map with all guide locations and 
artworks marked.

When we return to in-person tours, we will determine how to best 
provide shadowing opportunities for those interested.

38
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Homework
Worksheet to be sent on Friday: 
Choose a book and 3 artworks to use on a 
book tour. Explain how each artwork 
connects to your book.

Next session: 
November 4, 6 to 8 pm, virtual

Naomi Schindler, Boy Reading, 2nd half of the 20th century, 
Woodcut, 2018.125.5, © Estate of Naomi Schindler
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Upcoming peer learning opportunities

Sample public tours
● Fran, Friday, 11/5, 11 AM
● Fran (virtual) Thursday, 11/11, 6:30 PM
● Nancy, Friday, 11/12, 11 AM
● Rose, Saturday, 11/13, 11 AM

Graham Sutherland, Three Standing Forms in a Garden, 1951, Oil on canvas, Gift of Mr. and 
Mrs. John Rood, 63.73, © The Estate of Graham Sutherland



Other Questions?
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